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Multi-family office Sumus Capital has opened a new branch in Lugano as it expands its 

operations in the area. 

Paolo Anastasi has also joined the company as head of the new office, moving over 

from private bank PKB.  

Sumus Capital founding partner and CEO Luca Parmeggiani told Citywire Switzerland: 

‘Anastasi, who is also a member of the executive committee and the head of private 

banking, has been one of the reasons behind the company’s expansion in Ticino.’  

According to Parmeggiani, Anastasi will help Sumus Capital develop its team of private 

bankers in the Lugano area. 

Anastasi will work alongside Parmeggiani, partner and CIO Andrea Zuccheri and senior 

asset manager Matteo Anrò, having previously all worked together at PKB. 

Parmeggiani said: ‘We spent the first two years creating a strong asset management team, 

which took some time as we only work with people that we like and who share our 

philosophy.’ 

Founded in 2015, Sumus Capital offers investment strategy and asset allocation services, 

investment advice and several in-house funds. The company follows a variable 

remuneration model. ‘The better the performance is, the more we earn. We protect our 

clients. I think companies like ours represent the future. The clients trust us because we 

always negotiate the best commission fees with the custodian banks – something that 

independent clients are not able to do,’ Parmeggiani said. 

‘Lugano has a lot of potential. Banks are closing and private bankers are not seeing their 

sector prosper. Our aim is to show them that it is still possible to invest in this area,’ he 

added. 

The company, an active member of the Swiss Association of Asset Managers (Saam), is 

also regulated by Finma. 
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